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First Lady of Honduras Donates 500 FaceMasks to NPH
In the development of the campaign "Beat Coronavirus #Vencealcoronavirus’’, NPH receives a mask donation from DINAF through
a project directed by the first lady of Honduras, Ana García de Hernández.
June 24, 2020 - Press Release - NPH International

First lady of Honduras, Ana García-Hernández, donates 500 masks
to children at NPH Honduras - photo from "Global Health to Local
Development" by Pan American Health Organization PAHO

Nuestros Pequeños Hermanos Honduras forms part of the Residential
Institutions of Alternative Care (IRCAS) and through the governmental
department Direction of Children, Adolescents and Family (DINAF), NPH
benefits in formative and informative initiatives, technical and logistical
support.
Due to the coronavirus crisis, efforts have been doubled to protect the most
vulnerable children and adolescents. Through the support channeled
through DINAF and thanks to the management of the First Lady of the
nation, Ana García-Hernández, with the program "Todos con Mascarillas
- Everyone with Masks" - NPH Honduras received a total of 500 A3 type
face-masks.
In total, DINAF shall donate 15,000 face-masks to organizations under
IRCAS throughout the country.

Volunteers

We know that as citizens and human beings, we all have the duty to extend
a friendly hand to anyone who needs it. However, we also know that a
great difference is made when we decide to give. Therefore, on behalf of
our beneficiaries we would like to extend our appreciation to DINAF and
the First Lady Ana García-Hernández for their support and availability to
extend their hand. Thank you for considering ourselves as a benchmark in
the protection and care of children. But more than that, thank you for
helping us to keep them safe, now more than ever.
There are still many needs to cover and a lot of work to do with our
children. But there is also a lot of hope, and we believe that with the
solidarity of multiple sectors and citizens with possibilities and a generous
heart, we will succeed.
With a support like this, our campaign "#Vencealcoronavirus – Beat
Coronavirus" is strengthened and encourages other organizations to join
us built this reality. At NPH Honduras, we are sure that after this crisis we
will be able to see a more tangible way of how much each sacrifice has
been valuable, since the little ones of today will bear fruit in our nation
tomorrow.
We reiterate our gratitude and we look forward to continue working as a
brotherhood for the children of Honduras and for our communities.
If you would like to make an immediate donation you can donate from
$0.10 by visiting Abrassos, or if you would like to become a recurring
donor visit your local NPH office to see how you can help.
Also, if you would like to be in a direct contact with our local
fundraising office via fr.hn@nph.org.

Nuestros Pequeños Hermanos - the greatest family in Honduras!
Jessy Pamela Amador
Fundraising Coordinator

